
Control your temporary staff costs 
From recruitment and candidate management through to paying your 
staff, ozola provides you with the tools and controls to manage your 

temporary staff with precise efficiency.
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About our software 
ozola is designed specifically to help any in-house hiring, HR or 
recruitment manager recruit, manage, schedule and pay temporary 
workers, whatever sector you work in.

The flexible nature of our software allows you to manage your pool of workers how you need to, while 
providing you with the handy tools, reporting facilities and control features to ensure your staff are 
managed cost effectively. Best of all, its completely online – that means no complicated software 
installations, accessible anywhere any time including on your mobile.

Why choose ozola?
Designed specifically to manage temporary workers
Unlike many staff management systems, ozola has been designed specifically to manage casual and agency workers, 
not just your permanent staff, giving you complete visibility and control.

Modern, familiar and user friendly 
ozola has been built using only the most up to date systems, software and technology – making it easy to use, 
intuitive, easy to integrate with common programmes and its looks good too!

Cloud Based
Because our software is cloud based not only does it mean you and your workers can access it anywhere anytime, it 
means there are no system requirements, no need for your IT teams to be burdened with installations or updates.

Its worker friendly too! 
Workers can manage their timesheets, profiles, documents, CV and availability online, anywhere, any time. Making 
timesheet submissions and document management easy and efficient.

Flexible and customisable
The flexible nature of ozola means you can customise the system to suit your organisation’s individual requirements 
with ease. So whether it’s something industry specific or unique to your organisation you can tweak away!

Branded to look like your system
We know branding is important, and your workers work for you not us! So ozola can be made to look like part of 
your organisation and fit into your current online presence seamlessly, so your staff and workers won’t know they’re 
visiting a different website. 

Support and additional services
We are not a faceless business, we value and respect the individual needs of all of our clients and our support team 
is always available to speak to on the phone, online or face-to-face. 

No long-term contacts
We’re so sure you’ll love using our system that you only need to sign up for a year! – That’s right no tie-ins, no long 
term commitments and no unexpected costs!
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From helping you source your workers, 
managing them through to paying them 
ozola provides you with the tools, 
flexibility, stringent processes and 
budget control measures to manage your 
worker costs like never before.

02. | What does ozola do?

Complete Web based solution
No need for software installation or 
complicated upgrades, which means 
that it’s always up-to-date with the 
latest version.

Multi-tier Authorisation
Authorisation and functionality can 
be tailored to the user’s needs 
meaning all authorisation paths can 
be completed via the system in line 
with your existing process. 

Fully customisable
System settings can be configured 
to your organisation’s specific data 
via individual label names and user 
definable fields.

Cv parsing
Candidate’s information is 
automatically captured from their 
CV and entered into their record, 
allowing them to register in minutes.

Budgeting
Real-time budget allocation as you 
enter a requirement which can 
provide a warning or stop the user 
from completing the action if it 
exceeds the assigned budget.

Document management
ozola allows you to upload a file or 
scan documents directly to staff 
records and add date alert triggers 
to documents with expiry dates, 
such as Right To Work or DBS.

Easy Integration
ozola can easily integrate into 
your payroll system providing 
gross values that allow the payroll 
system to calculate the gross to net 
calculations.

Staff Utilisation
Our approach to staff utilisation 
allows detailed reports on 
performance as well as allowing 
managers to cover day-to-day 
changes within the organisation.

Quality
Post contract and interim contract 
assessment can be set up to 
measure quality of delivery by your 
hourly staff.

Candidate Selection
Our powerful quick keyword search 
allows you to search your entire 
pool of candidates making selecting 
the best candidates available fast 
and easy.

Paperless timesheets
All contracts, timesheets and 
payslips are available online saving 
money on postage and printing, 
providing candidates with easier 
access to their information.

Reporting
ozola allows for a full suite of online 
reports detailing financial KPIs and 
safeguarding information. Reports 
can be set up to be on demand or 
scheduled and emailed to recipients.

Outlook Integration
You can send emails and 
SMS directly from ozola - all 
communications are logged against 
the contact providing a full contact 
history for every candidate.



Visibility
With everything in one place, your managers and finance 
teams can have access to whatever information they 
need in order to fulfil their jobs effectively. In addition – 
they’ll be able to see and understand more about their 
recruitment than ever before.  

Budget Control 
Set budgets for departments or users and choose 
between restricted booking approval or budget warnings 
and notifications. However you like to work, the system 
will ensure your teams stay on track wherever they are.

Multi-tiered authorisation
With no limit on how many authorisation paths you 
can have, ozola can tie-in seamlessly with your current 
processes, often adding even more controls than before.

Staff utilisation
View your workforce’s availability and utilise your pool 
efficiently. See where suitable candidates are and when 
and fill staffing gaps fast. 

Reporting
Accurate and meaningful reporting is key to managing 
any organisation, because ozola can handle so much 
information and variables, reporting on your staffing 
costs has never been so easy. Whether you need basic 
figures and tables, or are looking for in-depth reports 
to help with businesses planning – ozola allows you to 
create your own reporting parameters that you can 
extract quickly.

CV parsing technology
Our easy to use, fast and intelligent CV parsing 
technology allows candidates to create their profile 
by simply uploading their CV. That means no lengthy 
repetitive forms and candidates can register swiftly 
wherever they are.

Recruitment & pool building
Because the system is so swift, building your pool is 
easier than ever. Our packages are designed so that 
you can maintain a pool of candidates much larger than 
you need so you always have access to a registered, 
vetted database to call upon. In addition the option of 
bespoke landing pages and branded banners will ensure 
the system looks good – attracting even more new 
registrations.

Self service system  
for staff & workers
Our system is so intuitive; candidates can manage their 
own profiles with ease and your staff can monitor your 
workers with unrivalled information capture and control.

Candidate record management
Track all of your emails, texts, notes and calls to 
candidates in one place and log any additional 
documents and forms electronically using the simple file 
upload or scanning tools.

Integration with Outlook
Don’t lose any notes or emails - our nifty ‘send to ozola’ 
Outlook feature allows you to log all your emails to a 
candidate record at the click of a button.
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Packed full of tools and benefits – 
ozola gives your organisation and 
your people the information needed to 
regain control of your staffing costs.
Whether you’re keen to manage a pool of people, fill staffing gaps fast, keep one central record, 
control spending or run meaningful reports; ozola offers an all round solution – plus much more! 
Here are some of the top things our clients love about our system...



ozola is much more than just staff 
management software and will add 
value to your recruitment and staffing 
processes in many ways as standard. 
But for those looking for it to do even 
more we offer some fantastic optional 
– but very useful modules.

Third Party Payroll Integration 
ozola allows you to generate complete data for payroll processing with seamless integration with most payroll 
systems.

Payroll Module
If you’re looking for an alternative payroll system, or would like to reduce the number of systems your managers are 
using – our additional payroll module means everything stays in one place – and your payroll is run for you by our 
dedicated team.

Online DBS Checks
Some sectors we work with require their staff to a have a valid DBS check. Our system seamlessly works with 
another application we developed in 2009 called eSafeguarding – a fast and budget friendly way to process 
Disclosure and Baring Services checks online. You can buy and use credits as and when you need and keep a record 
of certificates with the candidate profile in ozola.
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We love talking through questions with our clients, but 
we know you might have some immediate ones. Below 
you can find the answer to some of our most frequently 
asked questions...
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ozola is a modular system and is easily 
configurable to your individual organisational 
needs. Right from the start we work closely 
with you to recommend which elements you 
need and which ones you can go without and 
depending on modules this can often reduce 
the overall costs.

No –  one of the best things about ozola is 
that it is completely secure web based and 
does not require any lengthy or complicated 
software installations. This also means that 
you can log in from anywhere – including a 
mobile device to keep on top of your work. 
Additionally software updates are automatically 
carried for you via the internet so you know 
you are always up to date, secure and fully 
working. 

All data and documents are stored on our own 
ozola dedicated servers. There is no need for 
your own IT infrastructure saving you time 
and money on IT support and infrastructure 
costs. Our servers are backed up in real time 
to offsite locations in the UK which are fully 
ISO27001 accredited so you know your data is 
safe and secure.

“I don’t need the full system; 
can I turn off modules I don’t 
want to use and will I still 
have to pay for them?”

“Do we need to install the 
software on our computers 
and will our IT department 
need to be involved?”

“Where is My Data held?”
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0115 911 1606

control@ozola.co.uk

ozola.co.uk

@ozolacloud

linkedin.com/company/ozola


